Abstract-Integrating energy-harvesting photodiodes with logic and exploiting on-die interconnect capacitance for energy storage can enable new, ultraminiaturized wireless systems. Unlike CMOS imager pixels, the proposed photodiode designs utilize p-diffusion fingers and are implemented in a conventional logic process. Also unlike specialized solar cell processes, the designs utilize the on-chip metal interconnect to form a diffraction grating above the p-diffusion fingers which also provides capacitive energy storage. To explore the tradeoffs between optical efficiency and energy storage for integrated photodiodes, an array of photovoltaics with various diffractive storage capacitors was designed in a 90-nm CMOS logic process. The diffractive effects can be exploited to increase the photodiodes' response to off-axis illumination. Transient effects from interfacing the photodiodes with switched-capacitor DC-DC converters were examined, with measurements indicating a 50% reduction in the output voltage ripple due to the diffractive storage capacitance. A quantitative comparison between 90-nm and 0.35-µm CMOS logic processes for energy-harvesting capabilities was carried out. Measurements show an increase in power generation for the newer CMOS technology, however at the cost of reduced output voltage. One potential application for the integrated photodiodes is harvesting energy for a subdermal biomedical device.
This trend has opened the door for energy harvesters to power wireless systems through extracting mechanical, thermal, or solar energy from the environment. Increased system integration has allowed solar energy harvesters, in the form of passive photodiodes, to be implemented on the same silicon die as active circuitry, which can be powered by the harvested energy. These integrated photodiodes [1] , [2] are modeled after a passive pixel architecture [3] , which can form the basis for CMOS imagers. Previous works have outlined the use of environmental energy-harvesting for powering wireless systems [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . For many wireless systems, photovoltaics (PVs) are a viable source for energy-harvesting [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Integrating the solar energy-harvesting on the same die as other parts of the system enables reduced system cost and size. The concept of a system, which consists of a photodiode array, a DC-DC converter with optional maximum power point tracking (MPPT) (included depending on power budget and power available) which supplies power to the sensor, analogto-digital converter (ADC), digital signal processing (DSP), and communication blocks, all on the same die, is proposed in Fig. 1(a) . However, side effects such as lateral photocurrent may become problematic [24] [25] [26] if the parasitic diode formed between the p-substrate and the n-well is utilized in the photodiode array. Fig. 1(b) shows the area of the concept IC dominated by the photodiode array, whose output voltage is then conditioned before supplying power to the other blocks. When solar energy alone is not enough, multiple energyharvesting transducers can be combined to increase the total generated energy and can be supplemented with a battery or ultracapacitor to sustain peak loads [19] . Efficiently combining the multiple sources can prove to be difficult, especially with power budgets in the microwatts. We are presently developing a prototype that implements this concept and will report our results in future work.
In this paper, we explore several aspects of integrated PVs in energy-harvesting applications through the design, experimental characterization, and circuit modeling of several prototype photodiodes with diffractive storage capacitance fabricated in a 90-nm CMOS logic process. In Section II, we describe the design of these photodiodes. Section III reports the measured results from the test chip including the impact of photodiode capacitance on switched-capacitor DC/DC converter transients. Section IV describes an equivalent circuit model fit to the measured results suitable for integration in a conventional IC design flow. Section V discusses the implications of integrating photodiodes with logic for system architecture. Their possible application to shallow-implantable (subdermal) biomedical devices is explored in Section VI. This paper is compared with recent works in Section VII, which also summarizes the conclusion drawn from these results. Fig. 2(a) shows the layout for an integrated photodiode. A 2-D photodiode structure, consisting of p-diffusion fingers implanted in an n-well, was implemented. Vertical parallel plate storage capacitance using metal routing layers can be constructed on top of the fingers, forming an optical diffraction grating [2] . Metal density design rules are becoming stricter as technology continues to scale in modern CMOS processes. Using metal interconnect as storage capacitance can help satisfy these density constraints while providing useful functionality. Since the spacing between these vertical metal strips doubles as the aperture for the incident light, the storage capacitance will have an optical filtering effect. To increase the optical efficiency in order for the photodiode to harvest additional energy from off-axis illumination (large incident angle, φ i ) a periodic grating sequence can be implemented by varying the height of the metal fingers. Fig. 2(b) shows a die photo of the fabricated photodiode test structures.
II. INTEGRATED PHOTODIODE DESIGN
Extensive research has been done on increasing solar cell efficiency by increasing the effective path of mostly longer wavelengths (λ > 600 nm) through using antireflective coatings, texturing the surface, and incorporating diffraction gratings or reflectors on the backside of the die [27] [28] [29] . All of these techniques require a specialized solar cell fabrication process. Diffraction can be defined as the bending or spreading of light waves when they interact with an obstacle [30] , [31] . Here, since we implement an integrated diffraction grating using the metal interconnects available in a commodity CMOS logic process, the design of the gratings differs in fundamental ways from prior work. First, the grating is placed above the photodiode, in the incoming light path, which means that the grating may block some of the incident photons while guiding others toward the photodiodes. This tradeoff must be carefully considered in the grating design to ensure that the net impact of the grating is an increase in harvested energy. Second, the metal design rules and metal and via thicknesses constrain the dimensions of the grating to be different from what can be achieved in a solar cellspecific process. For example, some of the lateral dimensions of the optimal gratings proposed in [29] can be approximated within the 90-nm CMOS design rules, whereas the vertical dimensions (55-170 nm for the solar cell process, a minimum height of 500-600 nm for the logic process) cannot. Third, in solar cells, gratings are used to scatter light into the silicon and increase the fraction of incident photons which are absorbed. In our case, the goal of the gratings is to increase the power generated from off-axis illumination or from photons scattered by intervening media such as biological tissue. These are not problems for most photo-voltaic applications since it is typically assumed that the angle the solar panel makes with the sun is fixed at an optimum for a particular location.
For medical implants or wireless sensors there is no control over the solar cell's orientation with respect to the illumination source. In these applications, using a grating which increases the scattering of photons into the silicon (rather than concentrating them) would create other problems such as generating lateral photocurrents which might interfere with the operation of adjacent logic circuits.
Our approach to these problems was to adapt diffraction gratings originally designed for acoustic waves. Much of the initial investigation into these types of gratings was done by Schroeder [32] , [33] . His goal was to design a surface for enhancing the acoustics in concert halls. Schroeder applied the number theory based on a quadratic residue sequence to determine the geometric periodicity used in the diffraction grating. His original concept was to design a ceiling that would limit the amount of direct reflections heard by the audience. He accomplished this by designing a surface that would limit the amount of reflections into the audience over a wide bandwidth. For audio, the diffraction provided by the periodic grat- ing reduces the sense of localization for the reflected waves. By reducing the amount of reflected light, the diffraction grating can increase the transmitted energy into the photodiode. Note that this is the opposite goal of the grating design in [29] , which was meant to increase the reflection of light into the silicon to improve absorption. Feldman was the first to suggest using a primitive root sequence instead of the quadratic residue sequence for the diffraction gratings [34] . Fig. 3(a) shows the side view of the diffraction structure patterned over the p-sub/n-well energy-harvesting diode with interlaced diffusion fingers similar to the structure D2 from [1] . A 3-D image of a photodiode from this paper can be seen in Fig. 3(b) . The gray metal pillars constructed from vias and metal layers reflect and diffract incident light. Section III describes the experimental characterization of these integrated photodiode designs.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In total, six different geometries (D1-D6) for the diffractive storage capacitance were designed and tested. Each diode occupied the same area and had the same diffusion layout in Fig. 2(a) , but incorporated a different metal diffraction grating using interconnect layers metal 1 through metal 6 (M1-M6). A goal of this paper is to determine the impact the metal storage capacitance has on the photodiodes' optical efficiency. The first diode D1 is the control, where only M1 was used to connect the p-diffusion fingers together. Diodes D2 and D3 used M1 through M6, and were based on quadratic residue sequence diffusers with periods 5 and 7, respectively. Diodes D4 and D5 also used M1 through M6, but were based on a primitive root sequence with periods 4 and 6, respectively. Diode D6 was also a control, where its diffraction grating occupied all six layers throughout for a maximum metal fill density. Fig. 4 shows side views of the various diffraction grating sequences [35] . Each diode from D2 to D5 has its own periodicity ranging from four to seven fingers. Gray rectangles indicate metal interconnect. Light passes between the vertical metal plates and then into the substrate, shown as a white rectangle. Table I shows the metal height of the diffraction grating as a function of position for each photodiode. The metal fill density is also reported, where 100% corresponds to D6 which has every position filled to M6. Fig. 5 shows the generated power for each photodiode. Measurements were conducted with incandescent light illumination from a normal tungsten filament of 5 kLUX and an active diode area of 10 000 μm 2 at room temperature. Since each photodiode has the same area and diffusion geometry, the differences between the various photodiodes originate only from optical losses. Each photodiode has an increasing amount of fill density, ranging from the low density of D1 to the maximum density of D6. It can be seen here that there is a direct correlation between metal fill density and optical loss. Therefore, a tradeoff exists between optical efficiency and capacitive energy storage. The duty cycle for the periodicity between the metal width and metal spacing is near 32%. The period for a single aperture-metal pair is approximately 1 μm, and the space between the vertical parallel plates is ∼0.3 μm.
Fig . 6 shows the generated electrical power for photodiode D2, which uses the quadratic residue diffuser (QRD) with period 5, plotted versus load resistance. Each trace is for a different illumination, ranging from 400 LUX to 20 kLUX. It can be seen that the optimal resistance for the photodiode becomes more selective at higher light intensities. MPPT is typically employed to ensure that the photodiode operates near the optimal load condition [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . The optimum matching of photodiodes to a fixed resistive load has been previously outlined [36] . Various techniques using switching regulators have also been proposed to tune the photodiode for maximum power generation [37] [38] [39] . Each of these techniques requires additional energy overhead to carry out the MPPT algorithm. The curves from Fig. 6 suggest that MPPT could have substantial benefits for the integrated photodiodes, especially at higher power generation. At lower light intensities (<1 kLUX), the energy overhead required for an MPPT algorithm might offset any additional energy-harvesting benefits. A well-designed power management system for solar energy-harvesting would turn on an MPPT algorithm for larger power generation, but then turn it off as illumination decreases. Figs. 7 and 8 show the generated electrical power for photodiodes D1 and D6, respectively. These measurements were taken with a white light source directly on-axis (i.e., normal to the surface of the chip). The characteristic shapes of the power curves are similar since they have identical diffusion patterns. Photodiode D1 generates the most power with on-axis illumination due to a high optical efficiency from a low metal fill density.
Thin metal gratings, similar to the ones discussed here, have previously been used in PV applications as a back reflector, which trap light reflecting off the air to glass interface [28] , [41] , [42] . When optimized, the diffraction gratings have been shown to increase the efficiency of the photodiode by more than 6.2% [28] . Some rules of thumb have been developed for designing gratings for superior optical performance: the grating period should equal 0.7 × the wavelength of light, the optimal grating depth should be 0.18 × the wavelength of light, and, for thicker gratings, a duty cycle near 50% is optimal [42] . Fig. 9 shows the open-circuit voltage of two different photodiodes swept over an incident light angle. These measurements were conducted with a green laser with λ = 532 nm. When the incident light is normal to the chip surface, the photodiode with the minimal amount of metal capacitance (D1) has the highest generated voltage. There exists an angle, near 45°o ff-axis, where the photodiode with a diffraction grating (D4) generates the higher voltage. In many scenarios, direct on-axis illumination cannot be guaranteed, therefore, having a photodiode with an improved off-axis response can maximize the harvested energy.
A simplified schematic of the setup testing the transient response of a photodiode is shown in Fig. 10(a) . Typically, a switching regulator is used to modulate the current flow from the photodiode to a load. Here the load is modeled as a resistor R L in parallel with a capacitor C p . When the clock signal φ rises, the switch in Fig. 10 will force the photodiode's voltage to decrease, causing a fluctuation in the generated power. This fluctuation on the power supply is highly undesirable for sensitive circuits such as ADCs and may be a limiting factor of resolution or accuracy. A storage capacitance C t in parallel with the photodiode can be used to mitigate this fluctuation. The additional storage capacitance acts as a filter reducing the voltage ripple caused by the switching.
In Fig. 10(b) , the transient response for photodiodes D1 and D2 are compared. For these measurements, an input light intensity of 5 kLUX was used along with R L = 100 k and C p = 6 pF. When φ rises, the switch in Fig. 10(a) closes and connects V solar to V load . The additional capacitance associated with D2's metal diffraction grating reduces the transient spike when the switch closes. Photodiode D2 with the additional metal storage capacitance exhibits roughly one half of the peak ripple caused by the switching when compared to photodiode D1, which has no additional metal capacitance, thus there exists a direct tradeoff between optical efficiency and power supply ripple. A minimal diffraction grating provides a good balance between solar energy-harvesting and electrical energy storage.
In order to better understand the effects of technology scaling on integrated photodiodes, experiments were conducted to compare photodiodes implemented in 90-nm and 0.35-μm CMOS logic processes. The increased dopant concentrations used in the newer technology resulted in a smaller opencircuit voltage (the dark current density J 0 was measured to be 204 pA/cm 2 ) when compared to the older technology, for equivalent input illuminance. However, the overall power generation and fill factor were higher for the more advanced 90-nm process. Fig. 11 plots the open-circuit voltages measured for the two technologies versus input illuminance. Data for a single photodiode and two energy-harvesting photodiodes connected in series are shown. It can be seen here that the 90-nm technology has a more consistent open-circuit voltage over a wider range of input illuminance conditions. The fill factor (defined as the ratio of diode output power at a particular load condition to the product of the diode's open-circuit voltage and short-circuit current), is a common figure of merit used in characterizing PV technologies. The photodiode prototypes in this paper have an average fill factor of 0.8.
The total efficiency of photodiode D2 was measured with the same green and red lasers used previously. The total efficiency is the combination of the optical efficiency determined by the diffraction grating and the quantum efficiency determined by the semiconductor properties and its ability to generate electron-hole pairs. To remove the contribution of lateral photocurrent to the output power, a differential measurement was performed by measuring the total power from two photodiodes in parallel, ablating one photodiode, repeating the measurement, and taking the difference between the two. The total optical power in from the laser was measured by the solid-state power meter assuming the tophat approximation [43] . Since the laser beam is Gaussian shaped, and the diameter of the beam is much larger than the photodiodes, we can use the top-hat approximation to model the laser beam with a uniform intensity and a diameter of √ 2ω, ω being the radius where the power transmitted is ≈86% or the intensity is 1/e 2 of the peak intensity [43] . The uniform intensity can then be integrated over the area of the photodiode, 70 × 70 μm. Dividing the generated electrical power by the optical power in, the efficiency is 10 and 22% for the green and red lasers, respectively, as shown in Table II . Measured η (%) 10 22 Calculated η (%) 27 32 The red laser with λ = 633 nm has a higher efficiency due to better silicon responsivity at this wavelength. Comparing the photodiodes from this process to the previous design in 0.35 μm, the total efficiency is lower for the newer process due to two contributing factors. The diffraction grating has a higher density with more metal layers used which will block or deflect more photons, and the process may have different n-well and p-diffusion depths, or depletion widths, due to different dopant levels which affect the forward and photogenerated currents. The theoretical upper bound for efficiency was calculated to be 27 and 32% for the green and red lasers, respectively, using the detailed balance limit. The principle is that the solar cell absorbs long wavelength photons corresponding to the ambient temperature and also emits photons through spontaneous emission resulting in a constant electron concentration at steady state [44] . This limit is based on the temperature of the light source, temperature of the photodiode or solar cell, the band gap, and the likelihood that a photon with energy greater than the band gap will generate an electron-hole pair, and accounts for an ideal case where recombination is only radiative [45] . Especially, in an indirect band gap material, this recombination has little effect on the efficiency and is a function of the bias voltage, here it decreased efficiency by 1%. Discrepancies between the calculated and measured efficiencies are due to the optical grating causing a decrease in optical efficiency as well as resistances within the cell which are assumed to be ideal. Likewise, the discrepancy between the ratios of efficiencies for both lasers may be due to the optical grating as well.
IV. PHOTODIODE MODELING
An equivalent circuit model for an idealized PV cell consists of a current source in parallel with an ideal diode. The PV cell is irradiated by solar energy which generates free carriers (and current) and is represented by the current source. To model the nonlinear I −V characteristics of a PV cell, diode D 1 is introduced. The current in the PV cell is constant under the assumption that the irradiance and temperature are constant.
However, this simple model is insufficient in practice because it neglects the nonidealities of fabricated PV cells. Fig. 12 shows a more accurate model of the PV cell with the ideal current source replaced by a voltage-controlled current source (VCCS) and the addition of a second diode, series resistor, and shunt resistor [46] . V source models the solar energy incident on the surface of the photodiode, that is, the irradiance (W/m 2 ). The VCCS I L is the product of g irrad and V source , where g irrad is a function of the short-circuit current density given at standard conditions (normalized by 1000 W/m 2 at T = 25°C). The resistor r series accounts for the current flow through the semiconductor material, interconnect, contacts, and current-collecting bus for a single PV cell. Subsequently, for n series connected PV cells the total value is the product of n and r series . A small increase in r series can lead to a substantial degradation in PV efficiency. Additionally, a parallel resistor r shunt accounts for leakage current pathways parallel to the PV cell due to nonideal semiconductor characteristics. In general, the leakage current is small and the overall effect of r shunt on PV efficiency is insignificant compared to r series . Recombination of carriers in the space-charge region of the PV cell gives rise to the second diode D 2 . This results in an additional nonohmic current pathway in parallel with the PV cell [46] . An accurate SPICE model for a practical implementation of 90-nm CMOS-integrated photodiodes has been developed. Diode D 1 in Fig. 12 is replaced by the foundry's 90-nm diode model (p+/n-well, n-well/p-sub). The pertinent model parameters of the generalized circuit model were fit to the measured I −V characteristics of the fabricated 90-nm photodiodes as seen in Fig. 13 . Table III summarizes the SPICE simulation results using the 90-nm diode model. A purely resistive external load is varied for several increasing irradiance values to obtain two parameters of interest: the short-circuit current (I sc ) and the open-circuit voltage (V oc ). Simulation and measurement results for the integrated photodiodes indicate good agreement between the model and the physical device. The small deviation is the result of inherent environmental variations (temperature) and irregularities in irradiance during the experimental measurements.
V. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE IMPLICATIONS
The design and optimization of the interface (both physical and electrical) between the photodiodes and load circuits integrated on the same die have many implications and design challenges for the overall system architecture. Several of these are discussed below.
A. PV Array Configuration
One advantage of integrating photodiodes is that arrays of individual cells can be combined in a wide variety of configurations depending on the voltage and current requirements of the load circuits. Subthreshold circuits can operate with an array of several photodiodes connected in parallel. Higher voltages can be achieved by stacking diodes in series (as shown for two diodes in Fig. 11) , however, the number of diodes which can be stacked can be limited by the available options for electrical isolation (see below). The stacking also reduces the peak currents which can be generated in exchange for increasing the peak voltage.
B. Isolation
The choice of junctions used to implement the photodiodes can influence the harvested energy and the interaction of the integrated solar cells with adjacent logic. If one would like to utilize the diodes formed between the p-substrate and the n-well, the generated short-circuit current will be four times as great, but further isolation is needed from the rest of the circuits to reduce the interference from lateral photocurrents [8] . Possible layout options utilizing common isolation techniques such as local oxidation of silicon, silicon-on-insulator, shallow trench isolation, deep trench isolation, twin-tub, guard rings, and substrate etching can be considered. The efficacy and compatibility of these techniques with commodity CMOS processes needs further investigation, including their impact on circuit density. Ultimately, the same isolation techniques which are used in CMOS imagers can be applied to integrated solar energy-harvesting systems, however at increased process cost. The impact of high-speed logic circuits on the photodiodes is expected to be minimal because of: 1) supply regulation provided by the integrated DC/DC converter [ Fig. 1(a) ] and 2) substrate noise isolated by the same structures which limit lateral photocurrents.
C. Mismatch and Noise
Unlike an imaging application, mismatch between the photodiodes themselves is not a problem in this application since we are only concerned with generating power and not recovering an optical signal with high fidelity. Similarly, photodiode noise such as shot noise does not affect our application directly, but indirectly through the power supply. At low light intensities, shot noise becomes more significant and this may affect sensitive analog circuits with limited power supply rejection ratios.
VI. IMPLANTABLE BIOMEDICAL DEVICE APPLICATIONS
Decreasing the volume of implantable biomedical devices is highly desirable to improve patient comfort (implants can shift and erode through the skin) and decrease the immune response to a foreign object inside the body [47] . Implantable biomedical devices as well as low-power wireless sensor nodes have been demonstrated to function with power consumption in the microwatt range [1] , [48] , [49] . With the current energy density limits of the lithium-ion battery, a device with 5-μW average power consumption over a 10-year period would require a volume of at least 1 cm 3 [50] . Batteries typically occupy 25 to 60% of the entire device volume [51] . Harvesting energy from vibrations and thermal gradients has been studied extensively for supplying power to help reduce battery volume [48] , [49] . However, temperature differences within the body are too small to yield significant power. Integrated photodiodes would require an area of less than 10 000 μm 2 compared to 30.2-mm 3 volume required for vibration energy harvesters to power a simple 16-bit digital finiteimpulse response filter operating at 1 MHz [52] . Inductive coupling has been demonstrated with off-chip inductors made of coiled wire with diameters around 5.5-22 mm at low frequencies [53] [54] [55] , operating at a higher frequency would result in smaller devices, but adverse effects with attenuation and heating tissue within the body can arise at frequencies above 1 MHz [53] .
Despite their promise to improve device miniaturization, PVs placed under the skin or in the body have yet to be considered for these applications, most likely due to the complicated absorption and scattering that occurs through the different heterogeneous tissue layers that greatly reduce the incident light intensity. At the same time, this attenuation is highly dependent on wavelength. In this paper, 532-and 633-nm high-power lasers were used to illuminate the photodiodes. Measuring the photodiode output power allows us to more accurately calculate the transmission through certain thicknesses of tissue. Previous works have studied the transmission of collimated lasers at similar wavelengths and reported attenuation and scattering coefficients for a variety of tissues and wavelengths [56] . Two well-known models have been used: Beer's law and Kubelka-Munk (K-M) theory. Beer's law is based on the exponential attenuation due to μ t , the total attenuation coefficient or the sum of the absorption and scattering coefficients. The percentage of light intensity T transmitted through the tissue of thickness t is
Neglecting reflections at boundaries, the K-M theory is based on the propagation of a uniform diffuse radiance through a uniform medium, and the percentage of transmission is
with
. Because lasers are collimated and anisotropic, the K-M theory is just an approximation of laser and tissue interaction [56] . Taking these known attenuation and scattering coefficients, the maximum depth beneath the surface of different types of tissue was calculated in order to obtain at least 5-μW output power.
Using high-power lasers, the maximum intensity limit must be known in order to prevent thermal and other adverse effects in tissues. It has been established that tissues can be irradiated by a laser within the visible spectrum for up to 8 h at 0.2 W/cm 2 without undesirable effects [57] . This corresponds to measured powers of 2 and 1.6 mW for the green and red lasers used, respectively. The laser power was measured with a solid-state power meter, and the diameters of the beams were measured using the knife-edge method [58] . At these intensities, the corresponding maximum photodiode output powers are 4.3 and 10.4 μW, assuming an active area of 10 000 μm 2 . Since irradiance is expressed in watts per square meter, both the power of the laser and the output power of the photodiodes can be used in the transmission equations above. Assuming a low duty cycle and minimum power budget of 5 μW [1] for the sensor allows us to determine the maximum implantable depth. The implant depth is associated with the thickness t and can be found using the maximum allowable intensity, the power generation density of the photodiode (W/cm 2 ), and the fixed amount of area allocated for the photodiodes. The green laser requires a maximum attenuation of −39 dB for a 1 × 1 cm photodiode and −19 dB or 1.2% transmission for a photodiode with size 0.1 × 0.1 cm. The red laser ideally should have at most −43 and −23-dB attenuation through the tissue with the same larger and smaller sized photodiodes, respectively. The red laser implant depth is greater because it penetrates the skin more due to its longer wavelength [59] . Table IV shows the calculated depths at which the photodiodes can be placed beneath the various tissue types to harvest 5 μW with photodiodes of areas 1 and 0.01 cm 2 using the radiative transport equation and the calculated coefficients.
A photodiode with area 1 cm 2 can be placed at the maximum depth of 6 mm in dermis using the coefficients and a laser with wavelength λ = 635 nm. Skin thickness not only varies between individuals and with the site of the implant but can also change with age and environmental factors [60] , [61] . The skin, made up of the dermis and epidermis layers, typically is 1.5 mm, with the subcutaneous layer, mainly made up of fat, beneath [61] , [62] . Therefore, a multilayer model would be more realistic. An iterative method was used to determine the number of photons or light energy per unit area per time (also known as the fluence rate) that would reach the photodiode by simulating the probable paths that hundreds of thousands of photons will most likely follow. Such rates can be determined using the Monte Carlo method in MATLAB and the probability of scattering and absorption events while calculating directional angles in an iterative process until the photon is either emitted from the tissue or, as in our case, reaches the photodiode [63] . Monte Carlo simulations give a more realistic model and a larger depth beneath the surface of the skin because Beer's law only accounts for the ballistic photons (the photons that travel through the sample without being attenuated or scattered). On the other hand, the Monte Carlo simulations take into account the photons that scatter multiple times but still reach the photodiode. However, the Monte Carlo simulations take longer to perform.
Having control over the light source which supplies power to the implantable device allows the user to have control over the device's performance as well. The light source can be used continuously up to 8 h at a time depending on the optical output power [57] , used occasionally to recharge an energy store (taking up more area on the IC or volume in the device), or used only during high power consumption tasks such as communication. The device must be designed to operate at a lower duty cycle and lower performance when the power is insufficient to support full operation. This can be achieved with multiple modes of operation, dynamic frequency and voltage scaling, or any other well-known techniques [12] . On the other hand, one can evaluate the feasibility of periodic optical recharging to support full operation by considering a specific example. The commercially available neural stimulator in [64] has a volume of 18 cm 3 and has a recharge interval of 121 days in a low-power (estimated average power 300-750 μW) full operation mode. Assuming a battery energy density of 200 mAh/cm 3 [65] and typical battery volumes, the device stores at minimum 3200 J. To accumulate the same amount of energy over the 121-day recharge period would require illuminating an integrated photodiode array 2.7 cm on a side at 630-nm wavelength for 2 h per day (device volume 0.04 cm 3 , thickness ∼50 μm to store harvested energy for 24 h), when implanted up to 1.6-mm deep. These results indicate that dramatic reductions in volume may someday be enabled by implanted energy-harvesting photodiodes.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper has been compared to recent works in Table V . Similar to [1] , Ferri et al. measured analogous parameters such as efficiency; however, at a lower light intensity, and therefore lower and possibly scaled V oc and I sc . They also point out that connecting the p-substrate to the p-diffusions, like in this paper, allows the beneficial use of the parasitic diode formed between the substrate and the n-well, but does not allow for integration with the active circuitry [8] . By measuring both the p-diffusion/n-well and the p-sub/n-well photodiodes separately, it is concluded that the photogenerated current, or I sc , is four times smaller for the floating p-diffusion/n-well photodiode than the two in parallel. Ay utilized the p+/n-well photodiode to harvest energy while shorting the p-sub/n-well photodiode, both of which make up an active pixel sensor of a 54 × 50 array [9] . Similar systems of energy-harvesting image sensors have been proposed [10] [11] [12] .
Others have come up with interesting solutions to this integration problem. Plesz et al. created a model that allows the percentage of current generated by the parasitic diode of the total current to be varied, as well as β of the resulting bipolar junction transistor [13] . This can be realized by implementing a buried n+ layer below the n-well to repulse the minority carriers with the electric field it creates, and can be enhanced with an n+ ring around the p-diffusions. From their simulations, they saw an increase of 58% in I sc with a slight increase in V oc when the parasitic diode contributes only 2%. They were also able to put three photodiodes in series. Arima and Ehara utilized two photodiodes in series, one formed with the p+/n-well and the other with the p-sub/n+, integrated with a 7-bit counter and a full adder [14] . They demonstrate that the operating frequency scales up with the light intensity incident on the photodiodes. On the other hand, it is unclear how the p-sub/n+ photodiode is isolated from the other circuitry. Law and Bermak compensated for the parasitic photodiode by implementing up to eight photodiodes in parallel in the previous stage(s), and therefore have low efficiencies [15] .
Charge pumps were also used with MPPT to generate sufficient voltages for the technology node used [40] . Ciftcioglu et al. present a new photodiode structure that has a deep n-well in the p-epi-layer below the p-well that is isolated by n-well on both sides, thus creating two vertical p-n junctions [16] . The upper photodiode is a hybrid vertical and lateral p-i-n that gives a quantum efficiency of 20% at λ = 855 nm and is used for on-chip optical communication.
In this paper, we outlined both optical and electrical design considerations for integrated energy-harvesting photodiodes. By using a diffraction grating whose period was based on number theory, metal storage capacitors were integrated with the photodiodes while causing minimal optical losses. A tradeoff between optical efficiency and transient response was realized with a moderately dense metal capacitance constructed on top of the photodiode. By using a numerical pattern for the metal capacitance such as a quadratic residue sequence, an increase in off-axis photodiode response can be obtained, at the expense of a slightly diminished on-axis response. Table VI summarizes the measured results for a few select photodiodes. These measurements were conducted with an input light intensity of 10 kLUX. At 20 kLUX, the output power for diode D1 was 325 μW/mm 2 , a 44% increase over [1] . Photodiode D2 appeared to have the best overall performance, showing a good balance between power generation, storage, and transient response. This paper leaves room for investigating the effect of noise, such as the effect shot noise might have on the power supply voltage and the power supply rejection ratio of analog circuits.
Tissue optics was considered in a subdermal solar energy-harvesting application to power biomedical devices.
A photodiode with an area of 1 cm 2 was placed 3.7-6 mm under the surface of dermis tissue to meet a 5-μW power budget when illuminated by a laser with λ = 633 nm. The power budget of course depended on the irradiance of the light source and the duty cycle of the circuit. The measured efficiency of the photodiode matched well with the calculations for the red laser. The photodiode exhibited a 22% efficiency with the red laser which corresponded to the 32% duty cycle of the optical grading and the 37% efficiency determined by the detailed balance limit. The discrepancy between efficiencies given by the detailed balance limit matched well to silicon's responsivity at the respective wavelengths. The discrepancy with the green laser measured efficiency might be due to the optical grating. Finally, an equivalent circuit model was presented that accurately reproduced the measured I −V curves.
